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In the financial industry becomes increasingly fierce global competition, the 
sector top priority of the  Chinese banks is to improve the quality of human resources. 
In the market competition, talent is the core  competitiveness of the first element. In 
the domestic commercial banks and the stock reform joint-stock commercial  bank, 
both of them are having a large workforce,how to make an inventory of the stock of 
talent reserve,improve the  quantity and quality of human resources as soon as 
possible,and improve the structure of human resources is the  urgent needs to 
establish the winning status in the competition. 
Recently, there are forms of training to use the remote video conference system 
to conduct video training and  use the personal learning workstation for online 
learning are two types of video training. Initiated and organized  by the sponsoring 
department. Personal Learning Network’s function is single, a truly publish web 
pages for  information, just for releasing the training dynamics and training 
courseware, can not be achieving student  management, learning interactions, 
process monitoring, student self-test, learning records and the statistical  analysis of 
trends and learning. 
This paper based on the analysis of the original distance training system and the 
characteristics of human  resources training system, following the process of 
Software Engineering, we introduce the background of distance  training system, and 
then analyze the needs, put forward the skeleton of design, discuss the design and  
implementation of modules. At the same time, the deployment of the development 
environment, programming and  operation of the test analysis of the system 
implementation process. Its main duties include the following three  aspects: 
(1)Establish a complete online learning and management platform. Realize the 
full range of learning tracking  management of the Training organizations and 
students, including learning requirements analysis, the develop and  publish of 
distance training program, monitoring of the learning process, assessment of learning, 
records of  learning took, and timely reminder to study, statistical analysis reports, 
and etc.. 
(2)The development of flexible training resources management tool. Form for the 
courses, documentation, courseware,  study cases, sample questions, examination 
papers, training facilities and other types of centralized and  decentralized 
management of resources. 
(3)Building a stable, secure, feature-rich online examination system. After 















organized small-scale online examinations according to  requirements,large-scale、
strict requirements of the examinations, and the focus examination and personal  
examination using their own machine and many other kinds of forms of online 
examinations. 
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